Description

Translated miscellaneous labels; corrected several already translated labels

Associated revisions

Revision 14347 - 2015-06-19 22:48 - Jean-Philippe Lang

Bulgarian translation (#20130).

Patch by Ivan Cenov.

History

#1 - 2015-06-19 12:23 - Marian Banica

Great. Thanks for this work.

#2 - 2015-06-19 22:48 - Jean-Philippe Lang

- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee set to Jean-Philippe Lang
- Target version set to 3.1.0

Committed, thanks!

#3 - 2015-06-20 06:20 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Subject changed from Bulgarian translation to Bulgarian translation change

Files

bg.yml 72.1 KB 2015-06-18  Ivan Cenov